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Getting Started
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Challenge: Assemble the Team

- NBS SME
- Leadership
- LIMS Vendor
- Business Analyst
- HL7 Expert
- Informatics
- Network Architect
Challenge: Adapting the Implementation Guide
Challenge: Adapting the Implementation Guide

- Use the IG to mimic paper results & orders
- Review current forms and reports
- One standard message?
- LIMS Changes
- Middleware?
- LOINC Mapping
- Create a program specific Implementation Guide
Challenge: Changing Laboratory Workflows

**Current Work Flow**

**Identify areas of change**

**New workflow**

- How will we review results?
- Will responsibilities shift?
- What do we do if the data doesn’t match?
- What happens when we make a correction?
- Will specimens be accessioned differently?
- Staff buy-in
Example: Result Reporting Workflow
Challenge: The Data Exchange Pathway
Example:
Direct Data Exchange
What is an HIE?

Pass through

Facilitator

Hub

Data warehouse
Example:
Statewide HIE
Example: Integration Engine
What is an Integration Engine?

- Automate Message workflow
- Translate Messages
- Filter Messages
- Pathway between LIMS and HIE
- Transform Messages
Example: Integration Engine
Challenge: Resource Intensive
Challenge: Resource Intensive

- Estimating Costs
  - Development
  - Implementation
  - Onboarding
  - Maintenance

Plan for the long-term

Agency Resources already in place

Creative Funding
  - Meaningful Use
  - Grants
  - CMS

Potential for cost savings?
Additional Challenges – The Unknown
Benefits

- Improved TAT
- Expedited Access
- Reduce Carbon Footprint
- Build Relationships
- Reduce Transcription
- Improved Accuracy
- Reduce Data Entry
- Saving Babies
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